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Farside Records presents “Fruchtalarm”, the second 12inch from Herb LF. With
heavy plays of his “Miles/Jam 2 Tha Mother” release by DJs like Rainer Trüby, Jimpster
(scored Top 3 in his charts), Jazzanova, Osunlade or Marcus Worgull, “Fruchtalarm”
comes along to fill the floors with a hypnotic dope-deep-detroit-tech-house grower &
beautiful chords/strings.
Everbody who knows Herb LF as part of the duo Westpark Unit (with Ingo Sänger),
Gush Collective or house, freestyle, drum & bass DJ, could not overlook his fable for
booming bassline business. When the “Fruchtalarm” bass drops in every party is a
rocking place, but still with the necessary dosis of deepness, soul or jazz.
Another highlight of the 12inch is the breathtaking “Fruchtalarm” remix by our friend
and one of the most famous german electronic masterminds to date Robag Wruhme
(Wighnomy Brothers, Freude Am Tanzen, Mute). By the way, the complete
labelcatalogue of Robag has been mastered by Herb LF!
And this “Fruchtalarm” mix of mighty Robag Wruhme is one of his best, yet! You
might call this jazz, minimal electronic, house or whatever. With this wonderful vibe and
the irresistible groove, the „Wighnomy Obstkokktailie” rework of “Fruchtalarm”
should find its way to all floors and could be magic even in loungy sets. Did I hear
someone shouting St. Germain??
An Herb LF record would not be Herb LF, when you wouldn´t find the right dosis of
dopeness. „City Rush Boogie Dub“ features the vox of Matt Flores (Compost,
Combination) and is so easy and fresh. House with an hip hop vibe, dubsounds and
jazz appeal. Jus´ cool!

